Occupational Safety and Health Team Meeting 9-3-20

Library
- Door counter showing occupancy at the entrance
- 250 at any given time - 400 seating capacity
- mostly spreading out and wearing a mask, but some congregation and no mask-wearing
- mold in vindicator buckets

Student Union
- academic classes going well
- opened up more study rooms and Legendes is now open
- clubs and organizations are going to start meeting on a limited basis
- face-covering issues have happened but not a tone
- Voting is coming up and face mask will be required

Biology
- fewer numbers of students than initially thought
- hallways have not been crowded and nobody is hanging around
- Labs are going on and have been successful

Police
- everything in the station is going well
- a lot of calls on mask
- preachers on campus is always an issue
- 27 cadets are being sworn into part-time police
- Safe Ride is now Safe Walk - how the program actually started

Holmes Center
- September 22nd annual blood drive
- the red cross has exemption so we will have the event with a reduced number of stations and pushing appointments
- October 9th and 10th first athletic event - Volleyball
  - lower seats will be rolled in
- Classes are going well with a limited number of students and many classes outside

Parking and Transportation
- Appalcart has been going well with the lower numbers of students needing to ride to campus - capacity has not been a large problem
- One overcrowding issue on Monday before classes, the event was on social media, a new bus has been added to that route
- Have been delivering meals to quarantine population with Debi
- Testing has been happening in parking decks on Saturdays and has had good numbers with a low percentage of positive results

Office of General Counsel
- mostly working remotely
Office of risk management
  • mostly working remotely

UREC
  • Limited operations
  • isolated areas that are covered with PVC sheeting
  • app to reserve spaces including track and pool
  • a very limited number of capacities

Emergency Management
  • Meal support was originally Debi and Jason before Parking helped along with food services boxing everything up
  • Testing has been well attended even though the lab showed up late students waited
  • One incident of students addressing mask-wearing incidents
  • Submitting items to FEMA for possible reimbursements
  • Octagon issues with elevator access

Labs
  • nothing to report

Environmental Affairs
  • hazardous chemical lab cleanout
  • working on x-ray services
  • Fire alarm issue in Duncan

Safety
  • repository fit testing program is moving forward this month
  • 0 worker comp claims the past month
  • Vindicator issue will be looked into